COSC-CROSSFIRE LATE REGISTRATION POLICY
It is the policy of COSC-Crossfire to try and place every registered player on a team in our program.
However, it is important that we meet the needs of the players that registered on time in a timely
manner. Those needs include; registering players with IYSA, organizing teams, finding coaches,
registering teams with the proper leagues (under a time deadline as well), ordering uniforms and
equipment, developing game and clinic schedules.
All late registrations paid in full and including all the proper paper work (including birth certificate) will
be placed on a waiting list for possible placement on a COSC-Crossfire team. Once we have addressed
the above needs of the timely registered players then we will seek placement of your player on a COSCCrossfire team.
Placement can happen in several ways:
1) If we have room on an existing team then the player will be placed immediately on that team.
Players will be added in the order that they are registered. It is important to note we will not be
overloading teams just to add a late registered player.
2) If all teams are full and enough late registration players have come forward, then we will look
for a coach and add a new team to the schedule. Scheduling for the team may be inconvenient
to the team given the schedule may already have been created. We will do our best given the
circumstances.
3) For the older players (Under 11 and above), we will contact other clubs to see if they are in
need of players.
At anytime a player may remove themselves from the waiting list with a full refund of their monies. You
will also receive a full refund if we are unable to find a place for your player within crossfire.
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